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Background: 
Maytield purchasing had requested 

outside diameter. Current OD is .693 +/
bodies with an OD of .688" min. 

Evaluation: 
To determine if the bolt diameter 

performed. .(> 

deviation to the Model 71 O bolt body 
lW~ml!99L!esTeo to be able to accept bolt 

following evaluations were 

First three recent proctuctio!) Mticte1 no.· s, receiver inserts, were measured 
for bolt body diameter and firing pifr~~ad t$~~ar enllji\gement. Then the bolt bodies were 
replaced with bolt bodies at .688 @timid fMlnea5@~~1ent was repeated The following table 
shows the result of the measureritb\ll:~ ( .·.·.·.·.·.·. 

Bolt Body Diameter 
Bolt Body Form 
Sear to Rear Tang Slot Bottom 
Firing Pin Head to bottom of 
Rear Tang 
Engagement 
Difference 

.. ::::::::~:::~~::~~::: ::::::::::::: ... 
Last.~'.\\H!r<f •:•::::::::::~~o Last 3 of SN 

Factor Bolt 
0.6929 
0.0005 
0.084 

0.019 
0.065 

0.0040 

Last 3 of 
696 SN 676 

Factory 
Small Bolt Bolt Small Bolt 

0.6883 0.6929 0.6883 
0.0002 0 0003 0.0001 

0.079 

0.023 0.023 0.023 
0.061 0.056 0.056 

0.0000 

Secq~~ij;:~ :,ZO fimction test was performed on each b'llll with the small 
bolts. Results W~~)!!\\i\Hh~ guns functioned without any malfunctions and felt comparable to 
the correct factory ~§)# 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

l:l~~\!f !"'"polt handle braze joint was evaluated to make sure that the undersized bolt 
did not conlproilifa~ th!t strength of the braze. The CAD layout of the bolt body and bolt 
hanc!(c:; ~~'i'.li('*~g tl;;\Fi#~gap between the bolt body and the bolt handle for the braze would be 
re4~~~dft&li:\)!@lM" to .0027". It is not believed that this reduction in gap would be enough 
rdi;¥\ise an issu~·#1th the braze. Next, a bolt handle was broken off of one of the samples to 

i®* at the brazej~)~t The brazed joint looked fine and no issues were detected. Finally 5 
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samples were tested on the Instron machine. The amount 
handle was detemined and then compared to pervious test data. 
required to break the bolt handle from the bolt body. 

Sam le No. 

2 
3 
4 
5 

These results are in line with previous 
not compromised by the smaller bolt 

C:.9.n.~!.~~jQ.n.~;. 

forces were 

Based on the analysis I woulcl'1!'901rmr1end; a le1nporary deviation for 
Mayfield to accept bolts at the outsii!ii'ilil\i11et:er. 

Vince Norton, 
Research Engineer 
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